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Welcome to the Japan Sake and Shochu
Information Center!
for Sake and Shochu
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The Information Center
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from All Over Japan
The JSS Information Center is a
specialized showroom featuring
information on Japanese sake,
honkaku shochu, and awamori. In
addition to displays about history
and culture, and lectures by
concierges, you can also enjoy
tasting recommended brands at the
bar counter.

How to Enjoy

SAKE!

Types of Sake

How to Enjoy
Sake at Different
Temperatures

Ni hon Shuzo Toranomon Building 1st Floor
1-6-15 Nishi Shimbashi, Minato-ku, Tokyo
■ Hours: 10:00 -18:00
• Days closed: Saturday、 Sunday, public holidays,
year-end and New Year holidays
■ Nearest station: Tokyo Metro, Ginza Line、
Toranomon Station
www.japansake.or.jp/sake/know/data

Sake Manners

Useful Sake
October

1st is Sake Day!

Terminology
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at Restaurants

日本酒で乾杯！

•No drinking under 20 in Japan.
• Don't drink and drive. • Drink responsibly.
• Women should not drink during pregnancy or breastfeeding
because of the risk of birth defects and growth suppression of baby.
【」apan Sake and Shochu Makers Association website】
http:llwww.japansake.or.jplsake lenglish
http://www.honkakushochu-awamori.jplenglish
Published by the Japan Sake and Shochu Makers Association.
*Unauthorized reproduction ,s prohibited
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Q. How do I choose my first g lass?
A. First, learn some sake basics.
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Sake is an alcoholic beverage made from fermented rice.
Sake is a fermented alcoholic beverage made from rice.
Sake is a fermented food product like soy sauce, miso,
and katsuobushi (dried bonito), which are standard
seasoning for Japanese foods. Premium sake uses
special rice called sake rice, which is suited for brewing
premium sake. The grains of this rice, shuzo kotekimai,
are a bit larger than table rice and processing rice.
Sake rice is also called sakamai. (→p.24)

Jizake means local sake, which acknowledges the
region where it was made.
Sake, which is indigenous to each region
of Japan is called jizake. There are big
temperature differences between the
north and south of Japan, and the appeal
of jizake is in its individuality that
originates from the climate of each region
and the local food culture that it
compliments. (→p.14)

Sake is classified into tokutei-meisho-shu
(specially designated sake) and futsu-shu (table sake).
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For sake, there is a classification called 'specially
designated' sake. These designations indicate
rice polishing ratio and other factors. On the
other hand, sake that does not fall into the
specially designated sake is categorized as
futsu-shu or table sake. Some futsu-shu contains
ingredients that are not used in specially
designated sakes. (→p28)
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lt s also fun to choose a

drinking cup for sake.

至忍象

裔恣
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Tokkuri

汗一

A sake decanter with a
tapered neck and rounded
body is called a tokkuri.
ヽ
Sake is transferred from the�
bottle, and the tokkuri is
used at the table.
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Choko
I've heard that
your impression of
the sake's flavor
can change,
depending on the
shape or material
of the glass.

The aromas
stand out more
if you drink from
a wine glass.

Masu
The masu, used as a vessel
for sake, was originally a
traditional Japanese tool for
measuring liquid or grain.
Made of Japanese cedar, it
infuses the sake with a light
aroma of the wood.

Kiki-choko
Choko used in Japanese sake
competitions are made of
white ceramic and have a blue
bullseye pattern on the inside.
Check the color of the sake
with the white part, and its
cloudiness with the blue part
of the pattern.

Katakuchi

(Lipped Bowl)

Wine Glass
f
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The shape of a wine glass
holds aromas inside the
glass, so it makes it easy to
appreciate the delicate
aromas of sake.

The basic vessels for sake are the tokkuri (decanter)
and choko (cup). Made from a wide variety of
materials, including ceramics, glass, tin, wood, and

Depending on the restaurant, you may be allowed
to choose your own choko (sake cup). In other cases,

lacquerware, each material imparts a different

the restaurant may provide the best drinking glass
for you, to match with the sake you've chosen.

impression of the sake's flavor. Many of these vessels
showcase the best of Japan's traditional handicrafts.

Kiriko (Faceted Glass)
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Sake tasting forcuses on
th ree ch aracterist1cs.
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roma

Ginjo-shu (premium sake) has an aroma known as

ginjo-ka. This aroma is fruity, with hints of apple,
banana, and melon. Matured sake (koshu) also has a
rich and mellow aroma, and is often described as
resembling dried fruit or spices. For all sake, the
aroma is judged on fullness and balance.

The both of sake
have the same
clear color,
but the flavors are
different.

o lo r

Many people think that sake is clear and colorless,
but some sake have a little hue to it, and differences
in production methods influence the final color and
clarity. The sake's clarity generally depends on the
method by which the moromi (fermenting mash) is
pressed and filtered. Moreover, if the finished sake is
stored for a long period of time, the color will
become gold or amber.

Taste

Sake's taste depend on the degree of sweetness or
dryness, richness or lightness, and the amount of
body the sake has. When the sake has a high sugar
content, it tends to taste sweet, but acidity can mask
sweetness, so even if two sakes have the same sugar
content, the one with stronger acidity may not taste
as sweet. Sensations of sweet/dry, rich/light, and
Some restaurants offer tasting
sets for trying and comparing
several kinds of sake.
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body will differ depending on the balance of alcohol,
sugar, acidity, and amino acids.
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All across Japan, sake is made to fit
the local climate and food culture.
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Winter temperatures
fall below 0℃

SEA OF
OKHOTSK

Heavy precipitation in winter

Heavy precipitation in summer

■ Winters are slightly cold

Climate changes only slightly
throughout the year

■ High temperatures year-round

Japan's territory streches from north to south and in winter,
there can be a 50 ℃ difference in temperatures at locations
on either end of the country. Rice is cultivated across the
country, and the topography is blessed with varied mountain
and coastal landscapes. Sake is made to fit the food and
culture of each region.
Aomori

Akita

Sake Ranking
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SEA OF JAPAN

Iwate

Yamagata
M1yag1
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Aichi

Nagasaki
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M1e

Shizuoka

【Production】
―No.1…………Hyogo
No.2............ Kyoto
No.3.………..Niigata

Chiba

Wakayama

PACIFIC OCEAN

【Number of Breweries】
―No.1…………Niigata(97)
No.2............Nagano(87)
No.2..………. Hyogo(B7)
From the National Tax Agency Sake Production Outlook
(fiscal year 2015 survey)

【Consumption Per Person】
No.1…………Niigata (12.42)
No.2------------ Akita(9.32)
No.3---·-·-·-·-·Yamagata(8.02)
From the National Tax Agency Japan
"Sake no Shiori" (March 2015) statistical information
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Kagoshima

lbaraki

Shiga
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From the National Tax Agency Statistical Report
(fiscal year 2015)

Ishikawa

Fukuoka

rTop 3 Prefectures for

